2016 Predictions
by
Yanie Brewer
The River Vision
Number 9 Year:
A year for releasing what doesn’t serve your life and then forging forward. Letting go of judgments, grudges, old beliefs and
relying on your instincts. It is a good year to listen to your heart and soul to guide your journey. It can also be a positive year
for love.
Chinese Astrology:
Year of the Fire Monkey
Last year of the fire monkey was 1956. Fire Monkey is in the number 9 position of the Chinese astrology.
There is a focus on group and social activities. Group consciousness fighting for control or leadership. This calls for wisdom
and discernment.
Weather: Local
Will be a wet and cold winter. There will be snow and sleet in Austin.
In the spring and early summer there is less traumatic flooding but we will have two large hail storms.
The lakes stay full. Summer temperatures are similar to last year though we will see earlier tropical storms in the Gulf. Our
seasons are erratically changing.
Global Weather:
Hawaii has a large hurricane going close by one island and hitting Oahu. There will also be a volcanic eruption on the Big
Island.
Philippine Islands have some hardship weather and suffers tremors from earthquakes enough to sway buildings. There is
magnetic shifting, plates slipping and tectonic changes.
California still having more droughts in certain regions.
Finland has unusual weather and UFO reports.
Puerto Rico makes news with bad storms.
Makes the News:
Australia locates a new cave and finds artifacts, historical documents and gold from a British Ship hidden away.
Major Quartz Caves controlled by government and under scientist microscopic particle observation. Will find an unknown life
force which validates their expedition. Need to leave it alone but won’t.
There are new stricter regulations on imports.
Lots of Government News:
Hillary looks good up till the 11th hour then her numbers drop.
Trump runs to show he can. Though popular in areas, he really doesn’t want the presidency.
I don’t see Bush winning. He appears distant to the public.
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I think a man (white haired) will win.
I see John Kerry disappointed and sad for multiple reasons. The 2nd half of the year will go better for him.
Chief justice Scalia told to “zip it” on certain issues by constituents. He has health problems in 2016.
Pope Francis remains popular among the public but steps on toes within the Vatican.
Putin is less aggressive but see his behavior similar to the United States in other countries such as Afghanistan.
Korean leaders Kin Jong Un is taking steps backward because of internal conflict issues. There is a lot of dislike of his wife.
Governor Abbott is pleased with his position and works now but could be a one term by backing down in his responsibilities
and actions later.
Chicago Mayor Emanuel will fight to stay in office but probably won’t finalize his term. He has his eggs in the wrong basket.
Local:
Austin Power working on new design project. There could be a power overload in East Texas.
Local dams not passing inspections and repair projects started.
More defense efforts on our borders.
Concern over fracking causing seismic activity and damage to private wells.
Other :
A matrix shifting beneath the Great Lakes, freezing on top, bubbling up below.
Another nuclear leak in a power plant in Japan. Suffer long term effects.
Nuclear energy being harnessed in a different way in Europe.
Entertainment:
Two Major Movies this year.
One is a thriller and second is a big hit. Stars Meryl Streep.
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